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                                     |  Legal Issues  

E-rep E-detailing Surveys Webinars System of payments to 
physicians 

Federal Law on Advertising      Fully compliant      Fully compliant       Fully compliant       Fully compliant       Fully compliant 

Federal Law on Circulation of 
Medicines      Fully compliant      Fully compliant       Fully compliant       Fully compliant       Fully compliant 

Federal Law on the Basis of 
Healthcare Protection of the Citizens 

of the Russian Federation 
     Fully compliant      Fully compliant       Fully compliant       Fully compliant       Fully compliant 

Federal Law on Protection of 
Personal Information      Fully compliant      Fully compliant       Fully compliant       Fully compliant       Fully compliant 

Tax Code of the Russian Federation      Fully compliant      Fully compliant       Fully compliant       Fully compliant       Fully compliant 
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breakthrough alternative 
to offline rep calls 

full range of: 

legal quick deeply 
targeted secured cheap 

communications with verified 
physicians. 

E-rep 

Surveys 

E-detailing 

Webinars 

Medcampus Smartpharma 



                                     |  E-rep 

- online calls, 
- extending coverage, 
- rep checks, 

Highly confidential, easy-to-use peer-to-peer 
connections with selected physicians via secured 
chat (Facebook-style) on a subscription basis: 

- easy-to-organize 
  double calls, 
- surveys, 
- e-learning. 



                                     |  E-detailing 

Medical articles, conference video, interactive 
contest, pdf presentations in physician’s news 
feed.  
 
Personalized message or questionnaire for 
targeted group of physicians via secured internal 
chat, email or phone. 
 
Branded pages and dynamic banners as a key for 
verified physicians lead generation. 



                                     |  Surveys  

- Only verified physicians 
- Flexible, deep and easily     
  tuned targeting 
- Wide GEO coverage 

- Significantly faster than   
  traditional offline surveys 
- Launch within 
  one business hour 
- Reduction of costs 

We can conduct surveys on the basis of our web panel as well as 
recruit physicians to your online poll. 



                                     |  Webinars 

Stream video translation of your KOL's lecture – 
the most effective, cheap and scalable way 
of transmitting valuable information to a large group 
of selected physicians via secured high-speed channel.  
 
Webinars allow you to get live feed back from 
physicians, use shared whiteboard, conduct surveys 
among participants and record a video of the whole 
event for future distribution. 
 
Physicians network could provide you both - stream 
video translation and recruitment of deeply targeted, 
verified physician audience.  



                                     |  Medcampus & Smartpharma 

Medcampus Smartpharma 
Professional network of Russian pharmacists Social network of Russian-speaking medical students 

Over 3000 verified pharmacists share 
experience and browse pharmacies 
database.  

Over 15 000 verified medical students share 
knowledge and socialize.  

E-learning and webinars for pharmacy market 
professionals.  
Personalized messages or questionnaire for 
targeted group of pharmacists via email or phone.  

Educational programs and online events for future 
doctors.  
Email newsletters, interactive banners, branded 
pages, promotional articles and much more.  
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over 

verified Russian physicians 
100 000 
share experience and browse 
job list online and via mobile 
apps 

monthly 
audience 
growth 

5% 

apr ’12 oct ’12 apr ’13 

2009 
 Launched in 

every 
25 secs 

new login 

every 
2 minutes 

new comment 

every 
5 minutes 

new member 

every 
30 minutes 

new post 

every 
1 hour 

new job 
for member 
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